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Karma - a drone from GoPro, a 3-axis Karma Grip stabilizer and an adapter for attaching GoPro Hero6 and Hero5 Black
cameras (without a camera). The Karma system lets you record incredibly smooth GoPro movie footage from the air
and the camera - held in your hand or attached to your favorite equipment. The Karma drones are folded and housed in
a lightweight case that can be comfortably worn with each other during any activity. The flight controller in the gamepad
style has a built-in touch display that allows easy and joyful flying of the Karma drone. The Karma system is supplied
with a camera stabilizer that can be detached from the drone and attached to the Karma Grip holder. Thanks to this
handle, you can record an extremely stable and professional video footage of the camera - held in your hand or attached
to your inventory. More than a drone. It's Karma. FUNCTIONS + BENEFITS More than a drone The Karma system
lets you record incredibly smooth GoPro movie footage from the air and the camera - held in your hand or attached to
your favorite equipment. The Karma system is equipped with a versatile stabilizer that can be detached from the drone
and attached to a Karma Grip (held in the hand or used with any GoPro mount). The Ultracompact Karma is for you.
When folded, fit into a lightweight, compact case that you can carry around comfortably during any activity. Extremely
portable After placing the drone, Karma is housed in a lightweight case. You can take it anywhere. When you want to
start a flight, just set up the drone, mount the rotors and start. Easy to fly Have you never piloted a drone before? New
operators will gain experience in piloting, while experienced professionals will be delighted with the performance of the
Karma system. Filming at hand with Karma Grip Attach the camera stabilizer to the attached Karma Grip holder to
record smooth shots of the camera held in your hand. An excellent solution for hiking, playing with children in the park
and wherever you are in search of adventures. Karma Grip - additional options Record smooth shots of the camera
attached to your body or equipment. Grip feed fits most GoPro handles, including the shoulder handle built into the
Karma drone case. KIT COMPONENTS â€¢ Karma drone â€¢ Karma drone flight controller with touch display â€¢ Karma
system stabilizer â€¢ grip for Karma Grip â€¢ charger for the Karma drone â€¢ battery for the Karma drone â€¢ 6 rotors â€¢
ring fastening the Karma drone â€¢ mounting frame (HERO5 Black) â€¢ USB-C cable â€¢ the Karma drone case FULL
DISTRIBUTION DESCRIPTION - SEE
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